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TOPFINISH GM 1010G CAT-X: manual application in any position 

 

The manual WAGNER TOPFINISH GM 1010G CAT-X airspray gun offers excellent ergonomics, 

delivering high-quality coating results both when working in any position and with time-

consuming applications.  

 

Particular attention was paid to handling and user-friendliness when 

developing the TOPFINISH GM 1010G CAT-X airspray gun. The 

ergonomic design and clever weight distribution allow fatigue-free 

working. Thanks to the hermetically sealed PPS gravity cup, work 

can be carried out in any position - including overhead working. “The 

functionality of the airspray gun, for example the excellent 

atomisation quality thanks to the 12-point fluid nozzle, is one aspect. 

To achieve perfect results, however, the ergonomics have to be right 

too. “Anyone coating by hand will value the advantages of the 

TOPFINISH GM 1010G CAT-X”, says Matthias Mandal, Product 

Manager for airspray applications at the WAGNER Group.   

 

Outstanding versatility 

The ergonomic liquid coating manual spray gun also offers 

tremendous flexibility while working. The material nozzle and needle, as well as the entire material duct, 

are made from stainless steel, ensuring that the TOPFINISH GM 1010G CAT-X can be used for all 

popular coating materials. A wide choice of nozzle sizes and air caps permits a broad range of 

applications on a variety of materials, from wood and metal to plastic. The spray jet width can be adjusted 

according to the geometry of the workpiece - from a flat to a round jet.  

 

“We anticipate that the TOPFINISH GM 1010G CAT-X will become the standard gun for manual liquid 

coating. The feedback we have had so far has been exceptionally positive”, reports Matthias Mandal. The 

ergonomic TOPFINISH GM 1010G CAT-X liquid coating gun has been available since April 2017 and can 

be obtained via the WAGNER dealer network. 
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You can find more information here: 

https://www.wagner-group.com/en/industry/products/industry-productsliquid/product/topfinish-gm-1010g-

cat-x/?no_cache=1&cHash=4ae5d897a85aac04f6027dd1b89dac51  

    

 

 

 

About WAGNER: 

 

WAGNER is a leading manufacturer of high-tech components and systems for the surface application of 

wet and powder coatings as well as paints and other liquid media. WAGNER surface finishing systems are 

used both in the industrial sector and by craftsmen and DIY enthusiasts.  

WAGNER boasts a full range of products and technology, from material feeders through mixing, dosing, 

movement and control systems including material logistics to the surface application of the various media. 

Completing the product portfolio are booth and recovery systems for powder coating as well as gluing and 

marking systems. 

The WAGNER Group has a global presence, with a workforce of approx. 1,500 people, 17 operative 

companies, and around 300 WAGNER agencies worldwide. The WAGNER Group is owned by the Josef-

WAGNER Foundations which, in addition to supporting the group of companies, pursue exclusively non-

profit, charitable aims.  

 

For more information, visit www.wagner-group.com 

 


